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To solve the problems of climate change and pave the way towards a more sustainable future, research
is being done to find out new materials to be used in electrodes of high energy density batteries in
different types of electronic equipment. Great efforts are underway to make new materials that can fulfill
the requirements of the conditions for new batteries. The layered transition metals oxides are a new kind
of material that are under consideration as new electrode materials for rechargeable Lithium-ion
batteries. The layered transition metal oxides have garnered attention as a result of their lower
production cost and relatively higher energy density that is associated with these materials..The old
batteries get heated easily, which restricts their charging speed, and they are dangerous as they can
explode due to their lower capacity range in the electronic vehicles arising safety concerns. There is a
need to develop improved materials to provide affordable and heavy-duty batteries to employ in smart
vehicles and gadgets.
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1. INTRODUCTION
We are facing unprecedented challenges of rising water levels and unbearable heat waves due to
changing climate conditions.The electrification of everything is required from our cars to our devices of
everyday uses. However, the batteries that are available now cannot meet the current challenges, and
they heat up quickly, have low capacity andextremely low energy density as compared to fossil fuels, so
new kinds of materials are being studied to meet these challenges [1-3,5-7]. We need to develop batteries
with comparable energy density so that they can replace fossil fuels [8-13]. Some other transitional
metals are also reported in the literature for different kind of batteries such as sodium ion and metal-air
batteries where the electrode material is made up of transition metal oxides these batteries show excellent
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results, performing much better than the traditionally produced lithium-ion batteries [4,14-16]. One of
the significant advantages of transitional metals oxides is that they can be simply and cheaply
synthesized on a large scale, so they can be readily produced to meet the demand on a large scale.
Manganese oxide is the right candidate due to its large pseudo-capacitance but faces issues such as low
electric conductivity and cation diffusivity [17]. That is why we introduced graphene which will
compensate for these issues.
In this paper, A density functional theory (DFT) study was performed to further our
understanding of the electronic structure of manganese dioxide as an electrode material for lithium-ion
batteries and also better our understanding of how at the electron level MnO2 and li-ions will interaction
when graphene is introduced in the battery electrode material. Density function theory is used in
computational chemistry modelling to check how molecules and compounds will act at the electronic
level;the interaction of electrons helps in determining the properties of the said molecule [18-21]. We
chose manganese dioxide as our candidate transition metal oxide due to its superior energy density, ease
of synthesis, wide availability and safety, and it also forms a stable layered structure in the proposed
molecular arrangement. Manganese dioxide has also been identified for use in super-capacitors [22-24].
We also used graphene in the design of the whole simulation;the graphene has a dual application. First,
it provides a base for the manganese dioxide and second it also forms a bilayer with the other graphene
to enclose the manganese dioxide. This forms a bi-layer which is known forimproving the properties of
the battery [25-26]. Graphene is flexible, heat resistant, lightweight and has a high energy capacity.
Graphene tends to improve the performance of battery electrodes [27-29]. Graphene has potential uses
across many industrial sectors, from pharmaceuticals to semi-conductors to energy storage, and graphene
usage has also shown to improve charge capacity and battery lifetime [30-32]. Nickel manganse cobal
oxide (NMC) batteries which are the most used in electric vehicles nowadays are not safe due to the
presence of cobalt and also is very expensive. The manganese oxide replaces cobalt in the current
batteries [33-34].
In this paper, graphene has been introduced with MnO2 to study how graphene’s introduction
improves the energy density and battery capacity[67] while also improving the stability of the electrodes
for a long life cycle for a better battery performance[68-69]. The battery modeling was done to study the
performance of the electrode material in a battery.
In table 2, we note various values of mass loadings and specific capacitance of different
manganese and nanocarbon compounds such as graphene and carbon nanotubes (CNTs).In the
electrochemical reaction, Li+ ions are produced at the anode and interact with graphene and manganese
oxide at the cathode during usage of the battery and reverse process happens during charging of the
lithium-ion battery.

2. CALCULATION METHOD
The basis set selected for the optimization was B3LYP 6-31+G.The DFT functional will divide
the electrical energy into various componets. The compound interaction with graphene was optimized
to a minimum. Vibrational frequencies were calculated at the same level to locate the true minima. One
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of the most accurate computing models was selected for this particular study.The Theoretical capacity
of the battery is calculated from Faraday’s laws:
Qtheoretical = (nF) / (3600*M) mAh/g

(Eq. 1)

The thoratical capacity of the material is calculated from equation 1. During the reaction at anode,
the number of electrons produced will determine the capacity of the whole battery.The n, F and M are
the number of charge carrier, the Faraday constant, 96, 485.3329 sA/mol and the molar mass of MnO2
and graphene used in the electrode, respectively.
This density functional theory study was done through the simulation of manganese-rich
compounds interaction with a nanomaterial which in this case,was graphene. The functions which are
used in density functional theory are usually integrals of some function of the density and the density
gradient[35-37]:
EKS = V + ⟨hP⟩ + 1/2⟨PJ(P)⟩ + EX[P] + EC[P]
where EX[P] and EC[P] are the exchange functional and the correlation functional in the above
equation, respectively.
Within the Kohn-Sham formulation, it can be regarded as a special case of density functional
theory, with EX[P] given by the exchange integral -1/2<PK(P)> and EC=0. The functionals normally
used in density functional theory are integrals of some function of the density and possibly the density
gradient:
EX[P] = ∫f(ρα(r),ρβ(r),∇ρα(r),∇ρβ(r))dr

(Eq. 2)

The gradient is calculated, and the calculated values are then plotted in Fig. 7(b).The Ehomo, Elumo,
EHLG were obtained from the Eigenvalues and then converted into eV, The EHLG was calculated by
subtracting EHOMO and ELUMO values that were obtained from the simulation.
EHLG = EHOMO- ELUMO
The Lithium ions were produced at anode as follows:
2Li ↔ Li+ + eAt Cathode:
Li+ + e- ↔ Li
The reaction at anode determine the theoratical capacity of the electode.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
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The initial model of the graphene and MnO2 interaction with Li+ ion is shown in Fig 1. A program
was run before the final simulation to select the optimal interaction of the compounds with each other.
The graphene and MnO2 was optimized before the configuration’s simulation was carried out. It is our
observation that graphene provides the MnO2 with a base to interact with Li+ ion at the anode. This
interaction of graphene and manganese allows intercalating and de-intercalating of the ion resulting in a
better and smooth running of the battery.

Figure 1. Interaction of MnO2compound having Li+ with a Unit cell of graphene.

3.1. Different Geometries of Optimized Structures
There occur a total of 7 intermediate geometries of the studied design. These intermediate as
shown in Fig.2 geometries resonate from one position to another for a total of 7 different structures, and
the result shows highly mobile lithium-ions, showing how easily the ions are intercalated and deintercalated with the MnO2. The combination of nano-structure of graphene and highly positive
manganese results in a stable structure in which the li-ion can easily move between positive and negative
electrode [50-51].
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Figure 2. Intermediate geometries of the graphene, manganese and Li+ ion. Bond length is given in Å.
I.G were obtained at 25°C and 1 atm.
From Fig.2 it can also be seen that the bond length also changes somewhat dramatically, as a
result of the resonant structure, which also results in a highly mobile Li+ ion. This will result in a battery
that can be very easily charged and discharged. From G-2 and G-3, we can observe that the interaction
of Li+-ion changes significantly with MnO2, but the structure after it remains same, this represent an
inherently stable structure of the whole MnO2 with Li+ ion in the presence of graphene. We can see from
I.G 1 to I.G 7 the graphene is extremely stable, while the lithium-ion is interacting with MnO2
compounds. These intermediate geometries show that while graphene is providing a stable base, the
MnO2 is interacting with the Li+ ion.

3.2. Mulliken Charge
Mulliken charge occurs during Mulliken population analysis which is used in computational
chemistry to show charge distribution in the compound that is being studied. The Mulliken population
analysis was performed to show charge distribution which can be seen in Fig.3.
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Figure 3. Charge distribution of the whole structure. The red means more electronegative and green
means more electropositive Charge Distribution were obtained at 25°C and 1 atm.

Figure 3 shows the charge distribution. As manganese is also highly positively charged, the
oxygen of the MnO2 makes the Li+ ion highly positive. So, the reason for the stable character that is
observed in the structure is due to the presence of oxides. It can thus be reasonably inferred that other
oxides of transition metals may also perform significantly well as electrode materials for electric
batteries. MnO2 in the configuration has highly negative oxygen which is why they are able to attract Li+
which is highly positive ion. The center atoms in graphene in the configuration are extremely negative
and as we move outward, the overall charge changes from positive to negative. A nano-sized manganese
also possesses a high specific capacitance, which thus also improves the absorption of li-ion at the anode
[52-54].

3.3. HOMO and LUMO
The HOMO and LUMO, as shown in Fig.4(a) and 4(b) illustrates the orbitals occupied by the
electrons. The more red means the electrons concentration is higher at that place and green shows
deficiency of electrons at that particular region.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4. a) HOMO, b) LUMO electron distribution in whole structure. HOMO and LUMO were
obtained at 25°C and 1 atm. Oxygen contain more electronegative charge.

From Fig.4 (a) it can be seen that the highly negative area are the oxygen compound surrounding
the manganese atom, the lithium-ion is not affected by the whole electron distribution in the structure.
In LUMO, the electrons are more evenly distributed throughout the whole structure. EHOMO and ELUMO
were calculated to get the HOMO-LUMO energy gap. These values were calculated at STP. The EHOMO
was calculated to be -5.0344 eV, and the ELUMO was -4.399 eV. The EHLG was then obtained as 0.6354
eV. This is the excitation energy that is required for the electron to jump from LUMO to HOMO. As the
energy is decreasing, so EHLG shows us the stability of the arrangement. From the table 2 we can see that
the Gibbs free energy and enthalpy of graphene-MnO2 is more than either graphene or MnO2. This
increase shows a highly stable structure as more Gibbs free energy means, the process is less reversible.
The HOMO and LUMO can also be used to find suitable functional electrolytes and how will oxidation
affect them [40].

3.4. Internal Forces and Displacements
Figures 5 and 6 shown below give us the whole picture of the displacement and forces involved
during the resonance of the intermediate geometries. They can tell us about the stability of the structure,
mobility of the ions and the gradients which represents about the vectors of the intermolecular forces
involved.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5. a) Maximum Internal force, b) Root mean square internal force related to the movement of Li
ion inside the electronic structure

(a)

(b)

Figure 6. a) Maximum Internal displacement, b)Root Mean Square internal displacement related to the
movement of Li ion inside the electronic structure

The maximum an root mean square (RMS) internal forces are shown in Fig5(a)-(b). In Fig 5(a),
the internal forces are constantly decreasing except at optimization step number 5, but in RMS, the forces
are constantly decreasing until the final optimization step. It is due to the simulation condition that was
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set to optimize the structure to a minimum. The internal forces are decreasing as the structure is
optimized to obtain a highly stable structure of the whole arrangement finally.
The internal displacements, as shown in Fig.6 (a)-(b) of the internal resonance of the structure
illustrate the free movements of the ion, particularly of the Li+ ion. This mobility shows that the ions are
easily intercalated and de-intercalated, which means that the batteries can be easily charged. The RMS
internal forces show the gradient of the vectors of the compound. The internal forces increase or decrease
at each optimization step which means that the whole structure is resonating at a single point. This single
point provides for a highly stable structure while the continuous displacement of the whole structure
provides for a highly mobile ion. The internal forces greatly affect the performance of li-ion batteries
and these forces have a positive impact on the inner working of the batteries by the introduction of
Manganese-oxide [55-56].

3.5. Total Energy and Gradient Norm
(a)

(b)

Figure 7. a) Total Energy, b) Root Mean Square Gradient Norm related to the movement of Li ion inside
the electronic structure
Figure7 (a) shows the total energy continually decreasing as the optimization steps are increased
except at 2 and 3, where the energy is almost the same. This same phenomenon can also be interpreted
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from internal geometry at 2 and 3 where structures are different. The energy decrease after these steps
is due to the fact that the structure is being optimized and energy is being lessened due to increased
stability attained by the structure. In Fig. 7(b) the gradient norm tells us about the vector positions of the
electrons in the structure. The decreasing gradient shows that the electrons are coming closer to each
other. The vector position of the electrons is changing. The addition of graphene will further increase
the capacity [64-65].

3.6. Battery Modeling
To understand how the electrode material would work in real life, a 3-D battery modeling was
performed to accurately judge the results. Figure 8(a)- 8(b) shows the simple modelling structure. The
li-ion battery model of Comsol Multiphysics is used. One of the most widely used LiPF6 as electrolyte
with E.C(Ethylene carbonate).and D.M.C( Dimethyl carbonate) was used here in ratio 1:2. The E.C and
D.M.C are the most used as binders in the li-ion batteries [60-62]. We will only deal with positive
electrode where the interaction between manganese dioxide and lithium takes place with graphene at
STP.
(a)

(b)

Figure 8. a) The 2-D structure with the negligible negative electrode, b) Lithium concentration at an
electrode. Simulation was carried out at 25°C and 1 atm. High concentration of Li+-ions at
positive electrode is obtained during discharge cycle.
The extremely high lithium-on concentration shows when the battery is being discharged is
shown in figure 8(b), while the negative electrode is kept to a minimum as we are focusing on anode for
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evaluation of our configured electrode in the li-ion battery as shown in figure 8(a). The concentration of
lithium was measured at 2700 seconds. The concentration, as can be seen, is extremely high at the
positive electrode. This is during the discharge part of the running on the graph shown in Fig. 9, which
shows the smooth discharge of the battery. The time-dependent model was used with standard battery
running conditions. The battery discharges slowly at a stable voltage rate throughout all the discharge
process.

Figure 9. Discharge potenial of the Li ion Battery over time period of 2700 seconds. Simulation was
carried out at 25°C and 1 atm. High concentration of Li+-ions at positive electrode is obtained
during discharge cycle.

3.7. Crystalline Structure
In previous DFT simulation we presented a single layer of MnO2 interacting with lithium-ion at
the positive electrode. In actuality, a crystal lattice is formed of MnO2 which interacts with lithium-ion.
The lattice is shown in Fig. 10 below. Crystal lattice has a great impact on migration of ions from positive
to negative electrode and vice versa and the distorted layered structure provides an easy pathway for the
movement of ions which results in a easy movement of ions [57-59].
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Figure 10. Crystal structure of MnO2 polymorphs at the anode surface [38].

Due to the formation of the crystal lattice at the anode, the intercalation and de-intercalation of
lithium-ions are feasible, and as a result, the battery can perform and last longer with a more extended
range for electric vehicles. This structure of Manganese oxide is also very stable and safer than a
conventional battery. The MnO2 5th polymorph is intercalated in Fig.10 with lithium and graphene.
Table 1. The main calculated values of the MnO2 battery. EHLG value will tell us how much energy is
required for an electron to move from a lower orbital to higher orbital and how much energy is
released when an electron comes from a higher orbital towards a lower orbital.These values were
obtained at 25°C and 1 atm.
EHOMO
eV
-5.034

ELUMO
eV
-4.399

EHLG
eV
0.6354

Qtheoratical
W h/kg
308

Vcell
V
1.697

Table 2. Different types of MnO2 Electrodes’ experimental observed Specific Capacitance, Mass
Loading and Energy density. The configuration discussed in this paper has the highest energy
density of all the electrodes configurations noted in Table 2 The second highest value is noted
for CNT/ MnO2.
Electrode material Mass loading
Mg/cm2
Ultrafine
0.1
manganese oxide
decorated carbon
fiber
MnO2 reduced
4
graphene coated
carbon fiber
CNT loaded
10
MnO2

Specific
capacitance F/g
179

Energy density
Wh/kg
19.7 at 0.25 A/g

reference

210 at 0.15 A/g

20

42

140

21

43

41
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Activated Carbon
only
Symmetric
manganese oxide
Mn3O4
nanoparticles
LiMn2O4
Mesoporous
MnO2
MnO2- Carbon
based polymer
Carbon cloth with
T-Nb2O5@MnO2
Multiwall
CNTs/MnO2

13

10

180

3.6

43

10

160

1.9

43

0.37

98

17

44

2
2

137
87

56
32

45
46

3.7

45

43

47

2.5

319.78

31.76

48

0.49

56

32.91

49

/

107

This study

Pyrazine/graphene /

Table 3. Theoretical thermodynamics properties at standard temperature and pressure. Enthalpy, Gibbs
Free energy and Thermal Energy of graphene stand alone, MnO2 standalone and combined
design values are noted below
Quantity
Compound
graphene

MnO2

graphene-MnO2

G
H
E
G
H
E
G
H
E

Value in kcal/mol
-2.09
-2.64
2.63
-2.41
-2.53
2.55
-1.17
-1.20
3.01

6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE CHALLENGES
In this paper we researched the benefits of layered transition metal oxides, we chose manganese
dioxide as a transition layer oxide. One change in this paper was that graphene was introduced to make
a bi-layer structure, like a sandwich with the transition metal oxide sandwiched between two graphene
molecules. The results showed a highly mobile structure that allowed easy intercalation/de-intercalation
of the li+-ion in the whole battery; this will also allow for a fast-charging battery. The stability of the
structure was also observed, meaning that the batteries produced with these materials will be safe.
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Introduction of graphene also results in a lightweight battery which is another massive advantage of this
material. This was a theoretical approach of designing new materials with the actions of the material
observed in a fixed state and conditions, more practical studies should be done and compared with
theoretical results to design better batteries.

ABBREVIATIONS:
Density Function Theory (DFT)
Becke-3 Parameter Lee
Yang and Parr (B3LYP),
Highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO)
Lowest unoccupied molecular orbit (LUMO)
Highest occupied molecular orbital lowest unoccupied molecular orbit gap (HOMO-LUMO gap)
EHOMO HOMO energy
ELUMO LUMO Energy
EHLG HOMO LUMO Gap Energy
RMS root mean square
Vbattery Voltage of battery
G gibbs free energy
H Enthalpy
E thermal energy
Q theoretical Theoretical capacity of the electrode
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